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April 30, 2011

First Lady Michelle Obama, The White House
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20500

Dr. Jill Biden, Office of the Vice President
17  Street and Pennsylvania Avenue, NWth

Washington, DC 20501

Subject:  Suggestion for “Joining Forces” and STEM education

Dear Mrs. Obama and Dr. Biden,

I read your interview in “Parade” magazine article last week
<www.parade.com/news/2011/04/24-michelle-obama-jill-biden.html>,  visited the “Joining
Forces” website <www.joiningforces.gov>, and bring this suggestion to your appropriate
attention.   

By dint of approaching 20 years of sacrifice, risk, loss and tremendous exertion - “suffering for
righteousness’ sake” by my Christian faith and worldview - in upholding and defending my
profession of engineering, its code of ethics, the federal civil service and its merit system
principles, and the public health and safety as a licensed professional engineer (PE), employed as
a nuclear safety engineer in the Department of Energy in Oak Ridge, Tennessee, I have become
an influential member of mankind’s largest and most global profession of engineering and the
federal civil service (one can google my name for details).  As evidence of my contentions, I was
the initial lead engineer for Vols4STEM <www.Vols4STEM.org> and am the lead engineer for
the Engineers’ Petition for Darfur <www.EngineersforDarfur.org>.

I also served for 6 years on submarines, so I appreciate your efforts in helping military families
cope with the demands of military service (I was single when in the Navy, but the family strains
of going to sea for 7 months a year - and working incredible hours when in port, making the
submarine ready to go back to sea - were quite evident to me).  Relative to my interest in
education, my wife, Karen, is an elected public official, serving on the school board of Knox
County, TN (56,000 students, 380 million-dollar/year budget, well within the Country’s top 100
school systems).   She has been recognized, 3 times now, as the “Tennessee’s Outstanding
School Board Member,” by the State PTA.

In 2005, the National Academies issued a report, “Rising Above the Gathering Storm,” that
addressed STEM education and American competitiveness.   In response, with the indispensable
support of the Knoxville Chapter of the Tennessee Society of Professional Engineers (TSPE), in
late 2006 I started what has become Vols4STEM (in retrospect, “Pioneers4STEM” might have
been a better name - this has been much longer and harder than we initially thought!). 
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Vols4STEM is a tool to facilitate THE OBJECTIVE, which is:

THE OBJECTIVE:  The Knoxville-Oak Ridge area becomes a model for the
intentional, voluntary, collaboration of its STEM professional community, STEM
employers, STEM educators and other stakeholders to improve K-12 STEM education
and workforce development, primarily by getting more STEM professionals engaged, as
volunteers, in STEM outreach activities to area youth.  

The Knox County School Board has formally adopted this objective, likely making it the only
such school system in the Country.  Why here?  This area has a very high concentration of STEM
professionals because it is the host community for two federal agencies with STEM-related
missions - the Department of Energy (DOE) in Oak Ridge (including Oak Ridge National
Laboratory) and the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) which is headquartered in Knoxville.  

Mrs. Obama and Dr. Biden - I’m a whistleblower - I see disjoints between words and actions,
particularly in organizational settings, and am foolhardy enough to put the greater good before
my self-interest.  So, I’m going to blow a whistle here - there is a disjoint between President
Obama’s support for STEM education, as articulated in his last State of the Union address, and
DOE’s position that it is legally prohibited from commending THE OBJECTIVE to stakeholders
in this community. 

Relative to Joining Forces and the host communities of military bases and installations - these
communities also generally have high concentrations of STEM professionals, working for the
government or its contractors, who belong to engineering or scientific societies which also
encourage them to volunteer in STEM outreach activities to youth - i.e. they can readily adopt
THE OBJECTIVE too, adopting/adapting the Vols4STEM tool we have and are developing (at
no cost).  

I do not attribute bad faith to DOE, I think if President Obama indicated his wish to see host
communities for federal facilities with STEM missions adopt THE OBJECTIVE, then those
federal facilities would have a “green light” to commend their doing so.  America not only out-
invented and out-innovated the rest of the world, we out-Volunteered them too, as many social
commentators have noted.  I think there is a connection.

Thank you for whatever consideration you may deem this to merit. 

Respectfully,

Joe Carson, PE
10953 Twin Harbour Drive
Knoxville, TN 37934
jpcarson@tds.net  865-300-5831


